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THE leprosy problem?a 
step 

TOWARDS SOLUTION. 
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an expression 
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The Leprosy Problem the press 
which has become relativ > - recent > 

-medical and lay allk^W?U, leProSJ-Jed Until comparatively rece 
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not considered a disease^ 
worthy 
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scientific investigation. 
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but the si P 
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Now all this has been c]ia * (backed up? Y 

work of American inves lg i |- opinion). .^ the weight of American puW NeW World 
fair to stamp the disease out_ of.^ q{ ^ Bntish 
wW'e the ever-increasing ?s50ciatj0n *Jg.ratea9 Empire Leprosy Re) ef ign in 
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ETOh the advancement >? ^dfn 
are rapidly going by the ,g being \s 
the old policy of segrega far as 
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to drastic modifications- segregation 1S^ 
concerned, a policy of abs g -t justifie 
anciallv impracticable, even gvtS gives 
medical grounds. The 1921 ^e ̂  gl btiy 
total number of lepers m estimates 

base 
over 1,00,000. Conservative 

^ tbere 
must 

recent investigations number. 
at least four to five time. ^lem in all ? 

A careful study of the p 
^ most e 

pects has fully demonstrated ^dia is concern 
tive line of attack so far < 

< treatment, < 

is that of combined Pr0Pag*:marily for the treat- 
survey. Centres designed p small banc 
men, of early cases are opened ;n dlffere?t 
specially trained workers, 1 

same time p 

highly endemic areas. r inhabitan s 

paganda is carried on amo S d t0 the 
nec 

the district particularly w ,ieSt stages 
of 

sity for treatment in the <?. ujry is made 
disease, and thirdly, carefu* i for the chseas 
the factor or factors resp eliminary slir 7, 
in any given district. SnmU Cught tQ bght 
of this nature have. , Se importance, not 
many facts of considera . 0{ the 0 . 

least of which is the unrehab ^ ̂  actual 
in 

census figures as an in^ca try. ,1ire cidence of leprosv m this 
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^ this natur , 

ft is obvious that a sc 
cannot be fin 

applied as an All-India me 

ced solely from the relatively limited funds allo- 
cated to the Indian Council of the British Em- 
pire Leprosy Relief Association and that out- 

side assistance is necessary. It is in this con- 

nexion that Provincial Governments have, in our 
opinion, a clear duty to perform. 

Certain provinces, recognising the undoubted 
merits of this new line of attack, have already 
taken steps to initiate schemes of combined pro- 
paganda treatment and survey in their respective 
areas. These provinces are the exception, how- 
ever, rather than the rule. In the province of 
Bengal, for example, in which the incidence of 
leprosy is a problem of considerable gravity the 
plans have been on the table for some time but 
the necessary financial support is lacking. We 
are advised that a period of 5 years would suffice 
for a survey of, and the establishment of treat- 
ment centres in, the 15 or 20 districts of Bengal 
in which the incidence of the disease is greatest; 
moreover it is estimated that the cost would cer- 

tainly not exceed the relatively trivial sum of 
Rs. 12,000 per annum. 
The ever-increasing facilities for inter-com- 

munication and the consequent commingling of 
the population are undoubtedly leading to a spread 
of leprosy, and nothing is to be gained by a few 
spasmodic and isolated attempts at an anti-leprosy 
campaign. Is it too much to hope that this small 
but necessary provision will be found in the 
next year's provincial budgets, so that those pro- 
vinces and states that have not yet come into line 
will be able to do so in the immediate future? 


